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Beekeeping “Plugged In” and Beekeeping “Unplugged”
from the President, Ian Low

This Saturday morning, I
woke up thinking about
how highly organized
bees need to be to survive together effectively. For bees, it is not
about the individual bee,
it is about the survival of
the colony. If a bee is
injured, they are discarded and dragged
out the front door. Conversely humans value
individual human lives.
People have “Rights”
and “Freedoms” even if
they are not contributing
members of society. Canadians have
been bombarded with
the concept of
“Freedom” in the
“Trucker Protest”, and a
completely different
meaning of “Freedom” in
the Ukraine crisis. In the
case of Ukraine,
“Freedom” means “I
don’t want my possessions, my family, or myself to be bombed, or

killed.” In the case of the
Trucker’s protest, Freedom
means “I don’t want to
wear a mask or be required to get vaccinated to
enter locations I was allowed to go prior to
COVID-19.”
Beekeeping can be a kind
of “Freedom” at times but
other times, beekeeping is
not “Freedom”. Compared
to the dairy industry or
Poultry, beekeeping is a
much more liberated activity because we don’t have
scheduled inspections or
“milk boards” or similar
regulations. The freedom
of livestock rearing without
fences is effectively beekeeping, however, with that
freedom comes responsibilities. Beekeepers are legally required to register
their bees with the Apiculture Branch. Beekeepers
are obliged to keep their
bees healthy by testing and
treating when necessary. Beekeepers have
access to the support of the
local government bee inspectors, and local bee
clubs. On a macro level,
the health of bees affects
local agriculture, and the
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local economy. Imagine
what your neighbours and
your community will think
of a person who cost them
their passion for beekeeping.
Beekeepers do need to
understand that there is a
high honeybee density
here in Cowichan, and
therefore there is a
higher chance of transmission of bacteria, disease,
and virus to your bees
than lower bee density
areas. Beekeepers need
to “Plug in” to understand
what disease looks like,
how to get help, and how
to treat for mites, disease,
and viruses
because other beekeepers are living in close
proximity to each other
which can cause social
pressure issues for
bees. Whether Beekeepers recognize the volume
of forage for bees is diminishing as populations
of humans continue to
flood into the Cowichan
Valley or not, beekeepers
need to work together or
contribute to the ignorance and ill health of
bees.
Cont’d on page 4

Held the 3rd Wednesday of
the month @ the HUB
2375 Koksilah Road
Doors open 6:15 PM
MAR MEETING
MAR 16 7 PM

ALSO BY ZOOM
BEGINNER CORNER
6:30
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BITS & PIECES
Thank you Pat Peach
for asking
for the clarification:
No PST on selling
Honey bees
PST on bumble bees,
mason bees, and
leaf cutter bees

Link for
installing packages
https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?
v=Yrr88030eR8&feat
ure=youtu.be

Date your frames
Writing the year on your
frames will help you to
keep track of the age
and help when you will
rotate them out

We are so happy to announce that we
have grown again, despite Covid 19.
Last year, at this time, we numbered 105
this year to date we are 121 members.

Beginner Beekeeper

Corner

Register
Your
Hives link
Beekeeper & Apiary
Registration Form

Its’ A Date!

36
46
5

before regular
Meeting
6:30—6:55

Family memberships
Single memberships
Life Members

Once again we have many new members who
would benefit from the mentorship program.

Let us KnowDo you have
NUCS
to sell? Or
wanting to
buy?

Please check out the details on page 9.

Why Honey Bee is Two Words

Pub Night March
26th 5 pm
Cow Bay Pub
Details page 9

Regardless of dictionaries, we have in entomology a
rule for insect common names that can be followed.
It says: If the insect is what the name implies, write
the two words separately; otherwise run them
together. Thus we have such names as house fly,
blow fly, and robber fly contrasted with dragonfly,
caddicefly, and butterfly, because the latter are not
flies, just as an aphislion is not a lion and a silverfish
is not a fish. The honey bee is an insect and is preeminently a bee; “honeybee” is equivalent to
“Johnsmith.”

Are you a member
under 19 and are
keen to get started
in beekeeping.
There may be help.
Read more page 5

—From Anatomy of the Honey Bee by
Robert E. Snodgrass
Page 2
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Cowichan Buzz….
BLUE ORCHARD MASON BEE
Use the link to the side
to explore the Manual
on How to Manage the
Blue Orchard Bee

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?
ui=2&ik=e43741630b&attid=0.1&permmsgid=ms
gf:1691064735235399678&th=1777de6ac3e55ff
e&view=att&disp=inline

Page 3
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Cowichan Buzz….
President’s Message Cont’d

Beekeeping “Plugged In” and “Beekeeping Unplugged”
What we must do is build a
powerful community to be
successful because bees are
not contained by fences. We
need people to “Plug In” and
volunteer and hear from a
wide variety of voices. When
we “Plug In” to our beekeeping community we quickly
realize that beekeepers are
an extremely diverse community. It is always important to be respectful of
other’s views of beekeeping,
or even definition of
“Freedom” because none of
us have the same life experiences. There are as many
ways to raise bees as there
are to raise children. A
strong community needs a
dialogue of opinions of
many: write articles, offer

mentoring sessions, or running for executive leadership, volunteer to help with
a club activity. Volunteerism does cost time, but
when we work together, we
are all so much more successful as a group. There
is a big payoff when we
work together like our bees!
Beekeeping needs to be
both “Plugged in” and
“Unplugged” to be efficient
and successful.
Beekeepers “Unplug” from
society when they connect
with bees and nature, and
Beekeepers “Plug in” to
keep our bees
healthy. Bees are social,
and beekeepers need to
work together too!

BEEKEEPERS CHECKLIST











16 C + daytime temperatures you can peak between the frames for food
or do a quick check for
eggs and brood
Check hive weight to ensure food stores
If nighttime temperatures
are above 10C you can
feed 1:1 syrup
Observe bees for pollen
If planning a split feed a
pollen pattie
Monitor for mites .Treat if
necessary. Monitor results. Remember not to
feed syrup if treating with
formic
Replace damaged or broken frames of comb
Remove dead hives awayfrom your bees. Inspect
all frames with dead
brood for American Foulbrood (AFB)





If suspected, call the bee
inspector. Spores can live
in a vegetative state for
decades.
Install bee packages. Feed
syrup. Treat with
Fumagillin B

4
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There will be a
Beginner Beekeeper Corner

before the regular meeting Mar 16th
6:30—6:55
Bring your questions!
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PATICIAN TRYON Jan 1952–July 2021
Pat Tryon and her family
were members of the
Cowichan Beekeepers for
more than 30 years.
When she was a new
beekeeper, she was mentored by some of the
founding elders of this
club. Nellie Paradis
showed her how to grade
honey for exhibition. Peter Buberu helped her
build equipment and

George Nesbit took her to
west Shawnigan where the
club out yard was set up.
In this tradition, Pat put
nieces and nephews in
oversized bee suits at her
farm to show them the
mysteries of an active colony. In her memory, a
legacy account of $1000
for youth is set up at
Cowichan Bee Supply for
any club member 19 years

old or younger to support
their apiary purchases.
Rose, Pat’s spouse, would
also like to acknowledge
Stan Reist and his son,
who moved Pat’s bees to
a new home during peak
season, when the colonies
weighted easily 150+lbs
each—truly heroic act of
kindness.

Bee Spirit Guide

When a bee buzzes
in as your Spirit
Animal it is a re-

minder to trust in
miracles.
Bee as a Totem
Animal is for those
whose greatest

“THANK YOUS”
Thank you to
Irene Evans
who has kindly offered to
pay up to $10,000 for our
purchase of an enclosed
cargo trailer. This trailer
will be used as a lab
trailer that can be utilized
for field days, perhaps
school daze. It will be set
up with our equipment and
become a valuable educational asset.

wish is for all living things to co-

Thank you to
Joanne Gorle

Thank you to
Rose Lippert

who is no longer beekeeping,
has kindly donated to
Cowichan Beekeepers, a display hive, wax separator,
wax foundation and an assortment of bits and pieces.

for being instrumental in setting up the legacy fund in Pat
Tryon’s memory.

love.
Call in “Bee” as
your power animal when you are
manifesting abun-

dance.

& More “THANK YOUS”
Thank you to
Thank you to
all the volunteers
Jan Hardie
for her donation. Jan is aLife
Member of Cowichan Beekeepers and has contributed
much to the club through the
years

exist in peace and

We can acknowledge and
thank volunteers who we see
but we need to remember that
we are only building on what
was built before us. A big
thank you to all the volunteers
over the years!
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ASK A BEEKEEPER…. answered by LARRY LINDAHL
Question: How would you  The bottom board
 They have a tendency
recommend setting up the
should have a slight
to be greater propolis
configuration of an apiincline toward the front
gatherers than the Italary? On pallets, on stands?
entrance of the hive to
ians.
How much separation beallow any moisture that
tween?
may accumulate to run
 The Caucasian bee is a
out.
 they can be on aververy gentle grey bee
Answer:
age a little more agnoted for their propolis
 Sunny location facing
 They should be located
gressive. They winter
gathering aspects. I
south or southeast to
on the higher part of
in larger clusters and
don’t believe that there
catch the early mornthe property, not down
use or need more
ing sun. Wake ‘em up
in a draw. Higher and
stores.
early!
Drier is best.
 The Carniolan bees
 The hives should be
are generally noted
Question: What would
placed 6 to 8 inches
for their rapid spring
above the ground as you suggest for the type
build-up and hence,
of bee, ie Italian, Carnothe temperature can
their swarming tenlian ect?
be 2 to 4 degrees F.
dency is greater.
 any pure Caucasian
warmer than at ground
Generally speaking,
bees on Vancouver IsAnswer:
level.
land or in BC. The geMost of the bees on Vannetics have been
couver Island and in the
 The hives should be
blended in with the Italrest of BC are a cross beplaced in pairs, with
ian and Carnolian.
enough room so a per- tween the Italian and
Carniolan. I call the
son is able to comfortably work the hives “Cartalians”.
from each side and/or
If you have a question
 The Italian bees are
behind.
a reasonably gentle
that you would like to
generally noted for
bee. They shut down
have answered , send it
their honey gather To prevent “drifting”,
earlier when winter
in and we will get an
ing— they never seem
the hives should be
approaches. They
answer for you.
to
know
when
to
quit
placed in a “U” shape
overwinter in smaller
when the cooler late
rather than a straight
clusters, thus using less
fall temperatures hit.
line.
stores.
Generally speaking,
THERE ARE A FEW SEATS LEFT—REGISTER NOW

BEGINNNING BEEKEEPER COURSE
MARCH 26TH AND APRIL 2ND PLUS A FIELD DAY TBA
PRICE $225 PER MEMBER OR $250 FOR NON MEMBERS
FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT COWICHANBEEKEEPERS@GMAIL.COM
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Cowichan Buzz….
WHAT’S BLOOMING NOW?
DEER RESISTANT


Below you will find a link to a
BC Farms and Food article listing
the plant suggestions for deer

resistant pollinator friendly
gardening.

https://bcfarmsandfood.com/
deer-resistant-pollinator-plants/
#:~:text=Mint%20family%
20plants%20(Lamiaceae)%
20are,salvia%2C%20thyme%
2C%20and%20savoury.

Crocus
Snowdrop



Hyacinth



Camellia



Hellebores

NORTH AMERICAN NECTAR SOURCES

MARCH’S BLOOMS

https://honeycouncil.ca/wp
-content/
uploads/2018/08/
Hivelights_August-

Early blooming cherries, apples
and plums

The following link is to the List of
North American Nectar sources

March is here and this list is a
sampling that our bees may be
foraging on:
 Hazelnut
 Willow

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_Northern_American_nec
tar_sources_for_honey_bees

Above Photo: A camelia,
which not only is attractive to
bees early in the season but it
is a beautiful addition to your
garden. It is evergreen, maintaining its glossy leaves

Jane’s Garden Pics for March

Crocus
Hellebores
Johnny Jumpups

English Daisy

Snow Drops

Hellebores
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St. Patrick's Day is this week, try making up one of these favorite
honey-inspired, Irish-themed recipes for the big celebration. But
as you prepare, we thought it would be fun to take a deeper
look at the history and importance of honey and honey bees in
Ireland, and we’ve found some really fun honey nuggets!
According to the National Biodiversity Data Center in Waterford,
Ireland, the nation in 2016 reported having only one species of
honeybee (Apis mellifera) and approximately 24,000 hives. Due
to disease, between wars, honeybees from France, Italy, Russia
and the Netherlands had to be imported to help rebuild the
honey bee population, and therefore many of the honey bees in
Ireland are a combination of them all.
Scientists in Los Alamos have been working on training honey bees to
detect explosives.


Did you know that bee hives used to be given as gifts to show gratitude
or loyalty to ancient kings and queens?
We all know how sweet a gift that would be!


It is said that the best
Ancient Gaelic harps were tuned to the sound of bees.


 It is also reported that honey was a staple in the ancient Irish diet.
It is rumored that each person at the royal table had their own bowl
of honey and dipped every bite of food into it! Honey was used to
marinate meats, especially salmon, which is a practice still used
around the world today, and was even consumed in hot milk.

While we might not dip every bite into our favorite all-purpose sweetener, honey
is still recognized for its many culinary uses. From sweet to savory and everything
in between. Try one of the recipes or send us your favorite honey recipe.
Happy St. Patrick’s Day!
Page 6
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HAVE A SWEET SAINT PATRICK’S DAY WITH HONEY!
Irish Whiskey Honey Mint Julep

Honey and Coconut Basbousa

A smooth and refreshing springtime drink!

A traditional Middle Eastern sweet cake filled with natural flavor.
Ingredients
 3 eggs
 150 g caster sugar
 200 g coarse semolina
 70 g desiccated coconut
 1/3 c (50 g) plain flour
 1/2 tsp baking powder

Ingredients
 2 large mint sprigs, plus
more for garnish
 1/2 ounce honey
 5 ounces Irish Whiskey
 Crushed ice

Instructions
 In a cocktail shaker, muddle
mint and honey together to release the mint oils. Top with
the whiskey and stir until honey
dissolves completely. Add ice
and lid. Shake briefly.
 Pack two julep cups or rocks
glasses with crushed ice. Top
with mint julep mixture, then
more crushed ice. Garnish each
glass with a mint sprig.







400 g greek yoghurt
150 g unsalted butter
melted and cooled
100 g shredded
Coconut
400 ml honey
3 tsp rosewater

Instructions
 Preheat oven to 170C. Grease base and sides of a 20cm x 30cm pan and
line with baking paper.
 Whisk eggs and sugar in a stand mixer fitted with a whisk attachment until
sugar is dissolved.
 Combine with semolina, coconut, flour, baking powder, yoghurt and butter
in a bowl. Spread into base of prepared pan, top with shredded coconut and
bake for 40 minutes or until coconut is golden.
 Remove from oven. While cake is still hot, bring honey, 1/2 cup (125 ml)
water and 1 tsp salt flakes to a simmer in a saucepan over medium heat.
Stir in rosewater, then pour evenly over cake.
 Cool to room temperature before serving

First Pub Night!
(a little late for St Patrick’s but …)
March 26th 2022 5 pm
The Bay Pub
Cowichan Bay
We planned this location since it is the first session of the bee course and most participants live in the south
end . Let us know if you have a favourite pub for us to try.
Come and enjoy the view. Stroll thru Cowichan Bay!
Hope you come and join us!

A reservation has been made for 12. Please let me know if you think you might come so we
can be sure to have a large enough reservation.
Marie vpcowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com
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T-SHIRTS

$20
Lady’s Ts /available also in
assorted sizes.
Ladies Ts have more of a
capped sleeve

Men’s Ts
Available in sizes: Large,
X-Large, and XX-Large
Large shown above

Previous years shirts in
green XXL only $10.
XXL shown above

WE HAVE COPIES OF
HONEY BEE DISEASE
AND PESTS $15

DON’T FORGET OUR LIBRARY!
Cowichan Beekeepers has a
library with books you have
access to. These books are
listed online at

AND

Cowichanbeekeepers.ca

cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

BEEKEEPING IN WESTERN CANADA $30
GREAT MUST HAVE
BOOKS!

Arrangements will be made for
pick up.

CONTACT THE CLUB

If you find something of interest to yourself please
email Marie at

RECORDKEEPING—one beekeeper’s way by Marie Cairns
Keeping records is an important
part of beekeeping. If you have
only a few hives then recording
your information in a notebook
may be enough. However, if you
have numerous hives or are
breeding bees and queens, you
will want to keep much more detailed information. Perhaps even
keeping records for queen and
colony totally separate.
There are many examples of recordkeeping out there that you
can use or adapt to your purpose.
You man find using your cell

Phone is beneficial.
If you know what to look for
when doing a hive inspection, it
could seem of little use to record
the obvious or expected. For my
purposes, I find it easier to record the unexpected - no queen.
No eggs found– as opposed to
queen and all stages of brood
found.
A good record of beekeeping
would include:
 Inspection dates
 Tests preformed and results
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 Feed and supplements
 Unusual behaviors
 Weight
 Honey production
 Temperment
 Pests and Disease
How you record this information
when you are in the apiary is the
next issue. There are the placing
bricks on the hive top to signify
certain information. If it works
for you great! I however, can’t
remember what I crossed the
room for so a brick

standing or laying would
mean little to myself. You
could try:
 a laminated sheet on
the underside of the
lid. Take a photo,
then erase
 writing directly on the
outside cover– repaint each year
Whatever method you use
to give you the required
info is alright. The desired
result is a good record!
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C OWICHAN B EEKEEPER ’ S G UIDELINES OF THE M ENTORSHIP
Program Description

keepers to share their beekeeping
experience

BEE ANATOMY - THE HEAD

The Program operates under the oversight
of a Mentor manager who works with sev-  Promote and encourage sustainable
eral Mentors. Mentors are paired with two
beekeeping
New Beekeepers (or intermediate if Mentors available).
Mentee Responsibilities:
It is not the responsibility of the mentor to
maintain the new beekeepers hive. The
mentor is to assist in the search for knowledge by answering questions and to help
the new beekeeper to think BEE by suggesting different ideas and paths to explore. The mentor should not have to
spend a great deal of time with new beekeepers. Most communication should be by
telephone or email. The new beekeeper
should plan to visit the mentor’s apiary
where the mentor can demonstrate, explain
and answer questions about their management practices. The new beekeeper can
then put into practice, in their own apiary,
what they have learned.
Mentor Responsibilities:


A minimum of 3 years continuous successful beekeeping experience



Register apiary and comply with provincial and local requirements for
keeping bees in BC, and in a municipality



Must be a member in good standing
with Cowichan Beekeepers and attend regular meeting and field days



Attend a beekeeping course
(Beginning beekeeper Course with
Ministry of Agr would be eligble)








Inform mentor manager about concerns
and successes under the program



Contact assigned new beekeeper to
discuss and agree upon a preferred
time and type of communication



Invite new beekeepers to watch or
participate when conducting hive man
agement activities in mentor’s apiary
or visit new beekeeper’s apiary



Commit to mentoring for a minimum of
1 year





Mentors strive to respond to new beekeepers concerns within 24 hours





The mentor manager should be in
formed if these responsibilities are not
being met

Cowichan Beekeepers Club Responsibilities


Provide opportunities for education of
accepted beekeeping practices



Schedule seasonal field days and education sessions to enable senior bee-



Head of a honey bee

The honey bee’s head is flat and somewhat triangular in
shape. Here’s where you’ll find the bee’s brain and primary sensory organs (sight, feel, taste, and smell). The
head is also where you’ll find important glands that proRespect mentor’s time and privacy,
duce royal jelly and various chemical pheromones used for
and practice punctuality when visiting communication. (Royal jelly is a substance secreted from
mentor’s apiary
glands in a worker bee’s head and used as a food to feed
brood.)
Have all equipment assembled,
painted and ready for package or
The important parts of the bee’s head are its:
nuc before install date

Commit to 1 year of participation in
the Mentor Program

Eyes: The honey bee’s head includes two large compound
eyes that are used for general-distance sight and three
small simple eyes, called ocelli, which are used in the poor
light conditions within the hive. Notice the three simple eyes
(ocellus) on the members of all three castes, while the huge
wrap-around compound eyes of the drone make him easy
Keep records of beekeeping and hive to identify. The queen’s eyes, however, are slightly smaller
activity for review by new beekeeper than the worker bee.
and mentor
Antennae: The honey bee has two antennae in front

Read from various sources (books,
class material, magazines, internet) of
beekeeping information. Recognize
that beekeeping is a lifelong commitment to learning.

(attached to its forehead). Each antenna has thousands of
tiny sensors that detect smell (like a nose does). The bee
uses this sense of smell to identify flowers, water, the colObserve natural cycle of local plants, ony, and maybe even you! They also, like the branched
hairs mentioned earlier, detect feel.
and flowers blooming

Learn what to look for during a hive
inspection

Make an effort to contribute to club
projects (field days, Day of the Honeybee etc)
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Mouth parts: The bees’ mandibles (jaws) are used for
feeding larvae, collecting pollen, manipulating wax, and
carrying things.
Proboscis: Everyone’s familiar with those noisemakers that
show up at birthday and New Year’s Eve parties. You
know, the ones that unroll when you toot them! The bee’s
proboscis is much like those party favors only without the
“toot.” When the bee is at rest, this organ in retracted. But
when the bee is feeding or drinking, it unfolds to form a
long tube that the bee uses like a straw.

The Cowichan Buzz…..
2020 EXECUTIVE
President…………….Ian Low
Vice President ....Marie Cairns
Secretary… Carol Newington

Vision Statement
To provide a safe, respectful environment for learning, and sharing common interest in beekeeping related practices for the purposes of acting in
the interest of bee health, bee forage, competent beekeeping and a
healthy environment.

Treasurer……...Erika Higgins

May the road
rise up to meet you
May the wind be
always at your back,
May the sun shine
warmth upon your

Directors:
Jane Wines
Blair Herbert
Bruce Cairns
You can reach your executive at

cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

face,
AND UNTIL
we meet again,

Life Members

May God hold you
In the palm of His

Jan Hardie
Larry Lindahl

Answers to Anatomy Quiz page 10

ADVERTISING PRICE LIST:

Leila Long
Jacques Marc
Steve Mitchell

Business Card Size:

Paid & Life Members
Unpaid Members
Members with a Bee business

free
$10
$10

Page Ads:
FEEDBACK
What are your favorite
parts of the newsletter.
What would you like to
see more of? What could
you do without?
Send your feedback to:
vpcowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

1/4 Page ad
1/3 Page ad
1/2 Page ad
Full Page ad

$25
$35
$45
$75

Prepaid multiple insertions discount:
2 insertions
3 insertions
4 insertions
5 insertions
6 + insertions
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5% discount
10% discount
15% discount
20% discount
25% discount

